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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to study some properties of K-function introduced by Sharma. Here we establish two
theorems which give the image of this K-function under the generalized fractional integral operators involving Fox’s
H-function as kernel. Corresponding assertions in term of Euler, Whittaker and K-transforms are also presented. On
account of general nature of H-function and K-function a number of results involving special functions can be obtained
merely by giving particular values for the parameters.
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1. Introduction
K-Function: Recently, Sharma[18] introduced and studied a special function called as K-function, its relation with
other special functions which is generalization of Mittag-Leffler function[9], also generalized form introduced by
Prabhakar[12] and other special functions. These special functions have recently found essential applications in solving
problems of physics, biology, engineering and applied sciences. The function is defined for  ,, ℂ,   0,> ,,, ji ba 0;, ji ba  qjpi ,1,2,=;,1,2,=  as:














a and  
nj
b are Pochhammer symbols. If any numerator parameter jna is a negative integer or zero,
then the series terminates to a polynomial in x . The series (1.1) is defined when none of parameters
qja jn ,1,2,=,  is a negative integer or zero. From the ratio test it is evident that the series is convergent for all x
if 1> qp . When 1= qp and 1=x , the series can converge in some cases. Let jqjjpj ba   1=1== . It
can be shown that when 1= qp the series is absolutely convergent for 1=x if 0<)( , conditionally
convergent for 1= x if 1<)(0  and divergent for 1=x if 1.)(  
Some important special cases of K-function are enumerated below:
1. For 0== qp , the K-function is the generalization of the Mittag-Leffler function[9] and its generalized form[12].
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2. For 1= in (1.2), then K-function is the generalized Mittag-Leffler function[8].













3. For 1= in (1.3), we get Mittag-Leffler function[8].













4. For 1= in (1.4), which is the exponential function[15] denoted by .xe










Generalized Fractional Integral Operator:
Now, we recall the definition of generalized fractional integral operators involving Fox’s H-function as kernel,
defined by Saxena and Kumbhat[16] means of the following equations:












































respectively with .0>, The sufficient conditions of operators are given below:
(i) 1;=,<,1 11   qpqp
(ii)       ;>/;>/ 11   qBbrqBbr jjjj 
   );,1,=(>/ 1 mjpBbr jj  












j AABB   
For a detailed account of various properties, generalizations and applications of this function, the readers may refer
to the recent work of the researchers[1 2,6,7,22] and the references cited therein.
H-Function:
Symbol  xH nmqp ,, stands for well known Fox H-function[4], in operator (1.6) and (1.7) defined in terms of
Mellin-Barnes type contour integral as:
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 
   



























qpnm ,,, ℕ0with pnqm  0,1 , ji BA , ℝ+, ji ba , ℝ or ℂ, ;,1,2,= pi  qj ,1,2,=  such
that ).1,2,...,=;1,2,...,=;,1)(()( 0 mjniNlklaBkbA ijjj 
For the conditions of analytically continuations together with the convergence conditions of H-function, one can
see[10,20] Throughout the present paper, we assume that these conditions are satisfied by the function.
Euler Transform: (Sneddon[19]).
The Euler transform of a function )(zf is defined as:
          0.>0,>,,,1=,);( 1110 babadzzfzzbazfB ba   C (1.10)
Whittakar Transform: (Whittaker and Watson[24]).
Due to Whittaker transform, the following result holds:






















where   1/2>   and  tW  , is the Whittakar confluent hypergeometric function





























  zFezzM z  (1.13)
K-Transform: (Erde lyi et al.[3]).
This transform is defined by the following integral equation:
           ,=;=; 1/20 dxxfpxKpxpgpxf    (1.14)
where    xKp 0;> is the Bessel function of the second kind defined by [12, p.332]










where  .0,W is the Whittakar function defined in equation (1.12).
The following result given in Mathai et al. ([11], p. 54, eq. 2.37) will be used in evaluating the integrals:
      0.>0;>;
2




2. Images of K-function under the Generalized Fractional Integral
Operators
In this section, we consider two generalized fractional integral operators involving the Fox’s H-function as the
kernels and derived the following theorems:
Theorem 2.1 Let  ,,, ℂ, 0,>x   0,>   0,>  ,0,)(  PLxf 21  p ,
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0.>/2,<arg k Further, let the constants satisfy the condition a ℂ, then the fractional integration  ,,rxR
of the product of K-function exists, under the condition      1111 >/,>/1,=   qBbrqBbrqp jjjj 
then there hold the following formula:






























































Proof. Let  be the left-hand side of (2.1), using (1.1) and (1.6), we have





















Changing the order of the integration under the valid condition given with the theorem, we obtain
   














































Let the substitution wxt rr =/ , then  rxwt 1/= in above term, we get
   





























    (2.3)
Using Beta function for (2.3), the inner integral reduces to
   













































Interpreting the right-hand side of (2.4), in view of the definition (1.9), we arrive at the result (2.1).
Theorem 2.2 Let  ,,, ℂ, 0,>x   0,>   1,<  ,0,)(  PLxf 21  p ,
0.>/2,<arg k Further, let the constants satisfy the condition a ℂ, then the fractional integration  ,,rxK
of the product of K-function exists, under the condition
      1111 >/,>/1,=   pBbrqBbrqp jjjj 
then there hold the following formula:
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Proof. Let  be the left-hand side of (2.5), using (1.1) and (1.7), we have










   











Changing the order of the integration under the valid condition given with the theorem statement, we obtain
   















































Let the substitution ,=/ utx rr then  ruxt 1//= in above term and using beta function, we get
   










































Interpreting the right-hand side of (2.7), in view of the definition (1.9), we arrive at the result (2.5).
3. Special Cases
(I). If we put 0== qp , in Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), then we obtain the following interesting results on
the right is known as generalized Mittag-Leffler function, introduced by Prabhakar[12] and Studied by Kilbas et al. ([5]
p.45).
Corollary 3.1 For 0== qp , equation (2.1) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,,1,, xatKtR rx   









































Corollary 3.2 For 0== qp , equation (2.5) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,,,, xatKtrx   






































(II). For putting 0== qp and 1= in Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), then we get generalized
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Mittag-Leffler function [8] defined by
Corollary 3.3 For 1= and 0== qp , equation (2.1) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,1,1,, xatKtR rx   







































Corollary 3.4 For 1= and 0== qp , equation (2.5) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,1,,, xatKtrx   




































(III). For taking 0,== qp 1= and 1= , Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), then we obtain Mittag-Leffler
function[8] defined by
Corollary 3.5 For 1= , 1= an 0,== qp equation (2.1) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,1,11,, xatKtR rx   







































Corollary 3.6 For 1= , 1= an 0,== qp equation (2.5) reduces in the following form:
  )(00 ,1,1,, xatKtrx   




































(IV). For taking 0,== qp 1,= 1= and 1= Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), then we obtain in
term of exponential function[15] denoted by .xe
Corollary 3.7 For 1= , 1= , 1= and 0,== qp equation (2.1) reduces in the following form:
  )(001,1,11,, xatKtR rx     








































Corollary 3.8 For 0,== qp 1,= 1= and 1= equation (2.5) reduces in the following form:
  )(001,1,1,, xatKtrx   K  





































4. Integral Transforms of Fractional Integral associated with K-Function
In this section, Euler, Whittaker and K-transforms of the results established in Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2),
have been obtained.
Theorem 4.1 Assume that dc,,,,,  ℂ,     0,>0,> dc    0,>   0,> 1;=11   qp
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 ,0,)(  PLxf 21  p , 0,>/2,<arg k    ;>/ 1 qBbr jj    ;>/ 1 qBbr jj







































































Proof. Using (2.1) and (1.10), it gives


























































   ,1 11110 dttt dnc    (4.2)
   

























































Further, we obtain the result (4.1). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4.2 Let dc,,,,,  ℂ, 0,>a     0,>0,> dc    0,>   1,<1 
1;=11   qp  ,0,)(  PLxf 21  p , 0,>/2,<arg k    ;>/ 1 pBbr jj   ;>/ 1 qBbr jj );,1,=( mj  then

































































Proof. In similar manner, proof of Theorem (4.1), we obtain the result (4.4).
Theorem 4.3 Follow stated Theorem (2.1) for conditions on parameters, with   1 vn 1/2> ,
then the following result holds:
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Proof. Using (2.1) and (1.11), it gives

















   























































Assume that ,= kt /= dkdt , we get
   



















































   dkkWke nkn  ,11201   (4.7)
Interpreting the right-hand side of (4.7), in view of the definition (1.11), We arrive at the result (4.5).
Theorem 4.4 Follow stated Theorem (2.2) for conditions on parameters, with    1/2>1 vn ,
then the following result holds:










   


























































Proof. Proceeding like as proof of Theorem (4.3), we obtain the result (4.8).
Theorem 4.5 Follow stated Theorem (2.1) for conditions on parameters, with     0>10;>  n , then the following result holds:
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  ,,1,,10   
   















































Proof. Using (2.1) and (1.15), it gives







  ,,1,,10 
   


















































     ,110 dttKt vn  
we get
   

























































nnn   (4.10)
Interpreting the right-hand side of (4.10), We arrive at the result (4.9).
Theorem 4.6 Follow stated Theorem (2.2) for conditions on parameters, with     0>0;>  vn , then the following result holds:







  ,,,,10 K  
   


















































Proof. In parallel line of proof of Theorem (4.5), we obtain the result (4.11).
5. Properties of Integral Operators
Here, we established some properties of the operators as consequences of Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2). These
properties show compositions of power function.
Theorem 5.1 Follow all the conditions on parameters as stated in Theorem (2.1) with   0>  , then the
following result holds true:
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Proof. From (2.1), the left hand side of eq. (5.1), we have































































again by (2.1), the right hand of (5.1) follows as































































It seems that Theorem (5.1) readily follow due to (5.2) and (5.3).
Theorem 5.2 Follow all the conditions on parameters as stated in Theorem (2.2) with   1<1   , then
the following result holds true:




   KK
(5.4)
Proof. From (2.2), the left hand side of eq. (5.4), we have
































































again by (2.2), the right hand of (5.4) follows as
































































It seems that Theorem (5.4) readily follow due to (5.5) and (5.6).
6. Conclusions
A class of generalized fractional integral operators involving Fox’s H-function as kernel applied on K-function are
established. Also discussed the actions of fractional integral operators under Euler, Whittaker and K-transforms. The
International Journal of Mathematical Physics Volume 1 Issue 2 | 2018 | 11
majority of the results derived here are general in nature and compact forms are fairly helpful in deriving a variety of
integral formulas in the theory of integral operators. Further, for various other special cases, the author refer (see, e.g.,
([13,14,17,21,23]) for the interested readers.
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